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Abstract.5

The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission samples6

the Mars ionosphere down to altitudes of ∼150 km over a wide range of lo-7

cal times and solar zenith angles. On January 5th, 2015 (Orbit 520) when8

the spacecraft was in darkness at high northern latitudes (SZA >120◦, Lat9

>60◦), the Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) instrument observed pho-10

toelectrons at altitudes below 200 km. Such observations imply the presence11

of closed crustal magnetic field loops that cross the terminator and extend12

thousands of kilometers to the deep nightside. This occurs over the weak north-13

ern crustal magnetic source regions, where the magnetic field has been thought14

to be dominated by draped interplanetary magnetic fields (IMF). Such a day-15

night magnetic connectivity also provides a source of plasma and energy to16

the deep nightside. Simulations with the SuperThermal Electron Transport17

(STET) model show that photoelectron fluxes measured by SWEA precip-18

itating onto the nightside atmosphere provide a source of ionization that can19

account for the O+
2 density measured by the Suprathermal and Thermal Ion20

Composition (STATIC) instrument below 200 km. This finding indicates an-21

other channel for Martian energy redistribution to the deep nightside, and22

consequently localized ionosphere patches and potentially aurora.23
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1. Introduction

At Mars, superthermal electrons, of both ionospheric and solar wind origin, are excel-24

lent tracers of magnetic topology [e.g. Mitchell et al., 2001; Liemohn et al., 2006a; Brain25

et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2014] and are also an important energy source in the nightside26

ionosphere [e.g. Fox et al., 1993]. Martian crustal magnetic anomalies influence the inter-27

action between solar wind and the Martian plasma environment, resulting in a complex28

magnetic topology [e.g. Brain et al., 2003; Harnett and Winglee, 2005; Liemohn et al.,29

2006b; Liemohn et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2014]. In the Martian environment, superthermal30

electrons often gyrate around and follow the magnetic field line, obeying the first adia-31

batic invariant. However, significant pitch angle scattering occurs in some of the Martian32

environment where either there are sizable magnetic fluctuations, such as in the mag-33

netosheath, or considerable collisions with atmospheric species, such as below altitude34

∼200 km. In addition, near the strong crustal sources, drift motion across the magnetic35

field lines can be important [e.g. Harada et al., 2016]. Electrons’ energy distributions can36

infer the origins of these electrons, e.g. ionospheric or solar wind [Mitchell et al., 2001].37

Therefore, determining the plasma source regions on a field line via pitch angle resolved38

energy spectra is a reliable way to deduce the magnetic topology. For example, Brain39

et al. [2007] determined whether a field line is closed or open (or draped) by analyzing40

the electron angular distribution measured by the magnetometer/electron reflectometer41

(MAG/ER) [Acuña et al., 1992; Mitchell et al., 2001] onboard the Mars Global Surveyor42

(MGS) spacecraft [Acuña et al., 1998]. Studies [e.g. Liemohn et al., 2006a; Frahm et al.,43

2006; Coates et al., 2011] have also identified photoelectron samples in the high-altitude44
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Martian tail with measurements from the Analyzer of Space Plasma and Energetic Atoms45

(ASPERA-3) experiment [Barabash et al., 2006] onboard the Mars Express spacecraft.46

Liemohn et al. [2006b] then suggested that direct magnetic connectivity to the dayside47

ionosphere can explain these high-altitude photoelectron observations in the tail. Such48

photoelectron observations in the tail were then used to estimate ambi-polar electric field49

driven photoelectron escape at Mars [Frahm et al., 2010], Venus [Coates et al., 2015], and50

Titan [Coates et al., 2012]. The Martian nightside ionosphere is known to have low den-51

sities and be quite patchy [e.g. Gurnett et al., 2008; Němec et al., 2010]. Precipitation of52

superthermal electrons into the nightside atmosphere should cause ionization [e.g. Lillis53

et al., 2009; Fillingim et al., 2007; Fillingim et al., 2010] and possibly auroral emissions54

[e.g. Haider et al., 1992; Seth et al., 2002; Brain et al., 2006a] in localized regions.55

However, on the Martian nightside, no in situ observation had been made below 25056

km altitude (the periapasis of Mars Express) until the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile57

Evolution (MAVEN) mission [Jakosky et al., 2015]. From December 2014 to February58

2015, MAVEN’s periapasis was on the nightside at high northern latitudes, where crustal59

magnetic fields are generally much weaker than those in the south [e.g. Connerney et al.,60

2005]. In particular, over two large regions, Utopia Planitia and the Tharsis rise, the61

observed magnetic field at 400 km MGS altitude is thought to be dominated by fields62

induced by the solar wind interaction, although the draping pattern is asymmetric and63

may be influenced by the presence of crustal sources far from the spacecraft [Brain et al.,64

2006b]. The MAVEN mission provides a comprehensive set of plasma and magnetic field65

observations to altitudes as low as ∼150 km (∼120 km during “deep dips”) and allows us66
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to reexamine the current understanding of the Martian northern hemisphere. Here, we67

report measurements of ionospheric primary photoelectrons obtained with the MAVEN68

Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA, Mitchell et al. [2016]) at high solar zenith angles69

(> 120◦) and low altitudes (< 200 km). The presence of ionospheric photoelectrons below70

the exobase in darkness has important implications for the low-altitude Martian magnetic71

topology (section 3) and also for energy transport to the nightside ionosphere (section 4).72

2. Deep Nightside Low-Altitude Photoelectron Observations

Part of MAVEN Orbit 520 is shown in Figure 1. From top to bottom, the panels show73

ion energy spectrum and ion mass spectrum measured by the Suprathermal and Thermal74

Ion Composition (STATIC) [McFadden et al., 2015], magnetic field magnitude and three75

components measured by the Magnetometer (MAG) [Connerney et al., 2015] in Mars-76

centered Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinates, modeled magnetic field in MSO coordinates77

[Morschhauser et al., 2014], normalized electron pitch angle distribution (111.2 - 140.378

eV) and electron energy spectrum measured by SWEA [Mitchell et al., 2016], against79

time. The bar on the top shows whether the spacecraft is in sunlight (red) or in darkness80

(purple). Soon after 08:02 UT (universal time, as indicated by the dotted gray vertical81

line), the SWEA measurement shows a superthermal electron depletion (also called elec-82

tron void) that lasts for about 5 minutes, which is thought to be associated with localized83

closed crustal magnetic field loops, with both foot points in darkness [e.g. Steckiewicz84

et al., 2015]. These closed loops exclude external sources of plasma (from the solar wind85

or dayside ionosphere), while any electrons trapped on the loops are either lost or de-86
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graded in energy below SWEA’s measurement threshold mainly by collisions with the87

neutral atmosphere.88

From 08:05 to 08:14 UT, when the spacecraft dips below ∼ 200 km, we observe four89

isolated, sharply defined regions (labeled as A, B, C, and D) where the superthermal90

electron flux is orders of magnitude higher than within the electron voids. The orbit91

tracks of these four patches are shown in the left panel of Figure 2. The extents of these92

regions range from ∼100 to ∼300 km along the spacecraft trajectory (mostly horizontal93

near periapsis). In particular, unmistakable photoelectron signatures are seen for the94

time range 08:10-08:12 UT. To demonstrate, the right panel of Figure 2 is an example of95

electron energy spectra averaged over the time period indicated by the two vertical lines96

in Figure 1. The spacecraft was at altitude 143 km in deep nightside (SZA∼ 133◦), red97

for pitch angle (PA) 0− 60◦ and the blue line for PA 120◦− 180◦. The magnetic elevation98

angle, or the angle between the local magnetic field direction and the horizontal plane, is99

74◦. For PA 120◦ − 180◦ (blue line), i.e. electrons traveling towards the planet, typical100

photoelectron features can be identified, including the enhancement from 20 to 30 eV due101

to the ionization of CO2 and O by the intense solar He II emission line at 30.4 nm and102

also the sharp decrease of the electron flux (the Aluminum edge) near 50 − 70 eV caused103

by the sudden drop in solar EUV flux below 15 nm, as well as the Auger (inner shell)104

electrons near 500 eV due to X ray ionization [e.g. Mantas and Hanson, 1979; Mitchell105

et al., 2000; Liemohn et al., 2003]. For PA 0◦ − 60◦ (red line, traveling away from the106

planet), the spectrum is generally the same shape, including the He II peak and the sharp107

drop near 60 eV, but with rather low fluxes at high energies. The differences in spectral108
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shape might be explained if the upward traveling electron population is derived from the109

downward traveling population after it has been magnetically reflected and backscattered.110

We will describe this hypothesis in more detail below.111

3. Interpretation of Nightside Photoelectron Observations

How can photoelectrons produced on the sunlit hemisphere be observed below 200 km112

altitude in the night hemisphere, thousands of kilometers away from the terminator?113

They cannot be transported from the dayside at altitudes below 200 km (i.e., horizontal114

flow through the ionosphere) because collisions with the atmospheric neutral particles and115

thermal plasma would cause significant depletion, as indicated by the surrounding electron116

depletion regions on either side of these patches. For the same reason, photoelectrons117

cannot be carried to these locations in the night hemisphere by the planet’s rotation,118

especially without double-loss cone distributions present. The most prominent region of119

nightside photoelectrons (Figure 1, bottom panel, patch D) exhibits fluxes comparable to120

values in the sunlit ionosphere at 100◦ solar zenith angle (08:20 UT), suggesting little,121

if any, attenuation along the path traveled. Electron pitch angle distributions during122

this interval (Figure 1) show a much higher flux for electrons traveling anti-parallel to123

the magnetic field than for electrons traveling in the opposite direction. This pattern124

indicates transport of photoelectrons from the dayside ionosphere and precipitation onto125

the nightside atmosphere. Note that the MSO X component of the magnetic field is126

negative at the beginning of patch D (Figure 1), indicating that photoelectrons produced127

on the dayside are observed on the nightside with a component of motion towards the128

sun. At face value this seems counterintuitive; however, there is a significant rotation129
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of the magnetic field over patch D during which the superthermal electron flux remains130

anti-parallel to field direction. This suggests a localized twist or kink in the field, and131

highlights the risk of inferring magnetic field topology from the field direction alone. For132

all four patches examined here, we infer that the deep Martian nightside is magnetically133

connected to the sunlit hemisphere.134

The magnetic configuration that connects the sunlit ionosphere with the low-altitude (<135

200 km) nightside atmosphere is unlikely to be a draped magnetic field line, which tends136

to flare away from the planet downstream of the terminator. On the contrary, photoelec-137

trons are observed on the nightside at an altitude of 143 km and on a field line directed138

away from the planet, with a magnetic elevation angle of 74◦. A more reasonable magnetic139

configuration would be a closed crustal magnetic field line that straddles the terminator.140

Studies with the SuperThermal Electron Transport (STET) model [Liemohn et al., 2003;141

Xu and Liemohn, 2015] have shown that semi-vertical transport of photoelectrons along a142

magnetic field line can take place without significant flux decrease above the superthermal143

electron exobase, or the altitude above which collisions between superthermal electrons144

and atmospheric species become negligible. This altitude varies with electron energy (be-145

cause of the collision cross section) and also depends on the atmospheric density profile. It146

is generally in the altitude range from 130 to 170 km [e.g. Mantas and Hanson, 1979; Lillis147

et al., 2008a; Xu et al., 2015a; Steckiewicz et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016]. In other words,148

the magnetic field must rise above the electron exobase between the night hemisphere,149

where photoelectrons are observed, and the source region in the dayside ionosphere, thus150

avoiding significant attenuation in transit.151
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Such magnetic configurations are present in simulations with the Block-Adaptive Tree152

Solarwind Roe-type Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US) Mars multi-fluid Magnetohydrody-153

namics (MF-MHD) model [Najib et al., 2011; Dong et al., 2014]. The MF-MHD model154

solves the continuity, momentum, and energy equations separately for four ion fluids: H+,155

O+,O+
2 , and CO+

2 . An example of MF-MHD simulations with solar maximum (an Earth156

F10.7 = 200 sfu) and perihelion conditions, case 17 of Dong et al. [2015], shows that closed157

magnetic loops extend thousands of kilometers, connecting crustal sources on either side158

of the terminator, as illustrated in Figure 3. Photoelectrons are produced on the dayside159

ionosphere (Figure 3, white arrows), then travel along magnetic field lines above the elec-160

tron exobase, and finally precipitate into the nightside ionosphere. The relative variations161

of the vector components of the model magnetic field (Figure 1e) are very similar to the162

observed variations (Figure 1d), although the amplitudes are different. This suggests a163

crustal origin for the observed field, modified by the solar wind interaction, as opposed to164

a draped interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). This further supports our interpretation of165

the magnetic field configuration during this observation.166

4. Ion Observations and Production by Photoelectrons

The precipitation of photoelectrons into the deep nightside provides a localized but con-167

tinuous particle and energy supply as long as there is magnetic connectivity to the dayside168

ionosphere. Since the precipitating electrons have sufficient energy to cause impact ioniza-169

tion, they should produce a localized ionospheric patch on the nightside. In fact, planetary170

ions (primarily O+
2 ) are observed at the same times that precipitating photoelectrons are171

present (Figure 1, 08:07 to 08:12 UT). The boundaries separating regions of superthermal172
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electron precipitation and voids are more sharply defined than the corresponding patches173

of O+
2 ions, at least in part because the ion-neutral collision frequency is much higher than174

the electron-neutral collision frequency, so that below 200 km the ions are more diffusive175

than electrons. From 08:02 to 08:12 UT, STATIC measures an ion population peaked176

at a mass of 32 amu and at an energy of 3 eV due to the spacecraft orbital velocity of177

4.2 km/s. The mass peak extends from 25 amu to 40 amu, and therefore can include178

variety species that STATIC cannot differentiate. In the dayside Mars’ atmosphere, these179

ions are certain to be dominated by O+
2 . However, on the nightside, other long-lived ion180

species, such as NO+, might be important [González-Galindo et al., 2013]. However, for181

convenience, the mass range of 25 − 40 amu is referred as “O+
2 ” hereafter.182

We considered three possible mechanisms that might be responsible for such a nightside183

ionosphere: the bulk thermal plasma transport from dayside to night, ion transport along184

the crustal magnetic loop, possibly aided by ambipolar electric fields, and local production185

by electron impact ionization. Both transport mechanisms are unlikely because O+
2 ions186

are observed at altitudes as low as 143 km, a region that is inaccessible to transport187

because of collisions with neutral atmospheric species. Thus, we focus our attention on188

local production by electron impact ionization, which should mainly produce O+
2 because189

the main neutral species is CO2 at low altitudes.190

The first step is to ionize CO2 through electron impact ionization. The resulting CO+
2191

ions are then rapidly converted to O+
2 through rapid chemical reactions. Assuming chem-192

ical equilibrium and ion production is balanced by recombination, the electron density,193

ne(z), is:194
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ne(z) = (P (z)/αeff (z))0.5 (1)

where z is altitude, P (z) is the ion production rate, and αeff (z) is the effective recombi-195

nation rate. Because of the fast chemical reactions between CO2 and O, αeff (z) is well196

approximated by the dissociative recombination rate of O+
2 [e.g. Sheehan and St-Maurice,197

2004]:198

αeff (z) = 1.95 × 10−7(300/Te(z))0.7 (2)

where Te(z) is the electron temperature. Assuming charge neutrality, we can replace199

ne(z) in Equation 1 with O+
2 density. We calculate the ion production rate, P (z), from200

the measured superthermal electron flux precipitating into a model atmosphere based201

on the Mars Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model (M-GITM) [Bougher et al., 2015].202

The neutral profiles and the electron temperature profile used are at latitude 67.5◦ and203

local midnight from a M-GITM run at solar longitude 270◦ and driven by an EUV flux204

corresponding to an Earth F10.7 of 130 sfu. Even though M-GITM does not simulate205

the ionosphere past SZA 105, the nightside electron temperature is obtained from an206

empirical formula provided by Fox [1993]. This approximation is appropriate as we focus207

on low-altitude calculations, where electron and neutral temperatures are not substantially208

different. The ion production rate is the product of the superthermal electron flux, impact209

ionization cross section and CO2 density.210

The calculated O+
2 density is shown by the red line in Figure 4 for 08:03-08:12 UT211

and the observed ion density based on mass 25-40 amu is shown in blue. The observed212
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and calculated O+
2 densities have similar profiles. The calculated O+

2 density due to the213

electron impact ionization is comparable to or higher than the density determined from214

STATIC measurements, which demonstrates that the measured precipitating electron flux215

can account for the observed O+
2 population.216

On the other hand, between 08:07 and 08:12 UT, the calculated ion density is about an217

order of magnitude higher than the observations. This is likely because our simple cal-218

culation assumes that the measured superthermal electron flux produces ionization only219

locally, instead of over an altitude range. A more accurate (and computationally expen-220

sive) calculation was performed with the STET model, which solves the gyro-averaged221

Boltzman equation and calculates the superthermal electron flux distribution along a sin-222

gle magnetic field line (see model details in Xu and Liemohn [2015] and Xu et al. [2015b]).223

The run was initialized with an upper boundary distribution at an altitude of 143 km set224

to the measured downward superthermal electron flux (as shown in the right panel of Fig-225

ure 2), and using the same neutral density and electron and ion temperature profiles from226

the aforementioned M-GITM simulation. We assume a negligible thermal plasma density227

(10−11 times the atomic oxygen density) to isolate the effects of ionization by precipitating228

superthermal electrons. We seek to determine whether the observed precipitating elec-229

tron flux can account for the measured ion density at the same location. The model then230

calculates the superthermal electron flux over the entire field line so that we can calculate231

the ion production rate along the line. The modeled ion production at 143 km altitude232

is marked as the black cross in Figure 4, which matches well with the observed density233

from STATIC. The density from our more accurate STET calculation is about one order234
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of magnitude lower than the simple calculation with Equations 1 and 2 (red line), because235

in the STET simulation, ions are produced over a 10-km altitude range.236

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented observations of ionospheric primary photoelectrons that were ob-237

tained in darkness at high northern latitudes, where crustal magnetic sources are weak,238

and at altitudes below the electron exobase. The presence of photoelectrons at this loca-239

tion cannot be explained by horizontal, low-altitude transport over distances of 1400-2100240

km because of collisions with atmospheric neutrals. Instead, these electrons must be241

transported at altitudes above the electron exobase along magnetic field lines with one242

footprint in the sunlit ionosphere (the source region) and the other footprint at low al-243

titudes on the night hemisphere. The large magnetic elevation (74◦) at the observation244

altitude of 140-km strongly suggests that the field line is a closed crustal magnetic loop245

that connects distant magnetic source regions. Such field lines are present in MHD simu-246

lations. This is contrary to the conventional view that ionospheric magnetic fields in the247

northern hemisphere are dominated by the draped IMF, as inferred from MGS observa-248

tions at higher altitudes [Brain et al., 2007]. This suggests the presence of a low-altitude249

region of closed crustal magnetic loops underlying the draped IMF at higher altitudes.250

Photoelectrons this deep on the nightside have not so far been identified in the MGS251

electron data. This would be consistent with a transition to a predominantly draped IMF252

configuration, which MGS sampled at ∼400-km altitude.253

Magnetic connectivity to the dayside ionosphere also provides a source of energy and254

ionization to the Martian nightside atmosphere. Both chemical equilibrium calculations255
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and more sophisticated simulations with the STET model demonstrate that the measured256

precipitating electron flux can support the observed O+
2 density through electron impact257

ionization. Thus, magnetic connection to the dayside ionosphere could account for some258

of the nightside ionospheric patches inferred from radio occultation and radar sounding259

observations [Zhang et al., 1990; Gurnett et al., 2008; Duru et al., 2011].260

From the preliminary examination of hundreds of orbits, such nightside precipitation of261

photoelectrons is quite common. The next step of this study is to conduct a statistical262

study of nightside and low-altitude photoelectron observations and characterize the oc-263

currence rate by different parameters, such as solar zenith angle, magnetic configuration,264

the upstream conditions. Furthermore, a similar study can be done in the southern hemi-265

sphere as MAVEN’s periapsis precesses. With such a global view, energy input due to266

photoelectrons, an important channel for energy redistribution at Mars, to the nightside267

can be quantified. Consequently, we can also estimate how much of nightside ionosphere268

(below 200 km) is controlled by the intrinsic crustal fields, both depletion and photoelec-269

tron precipitation, as opposed to solar wind precipitation.270
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Figure 1. A MAVEN orbit example (Orbit 520) begins at universal time (UT) 08:00:00, Jan.

5, 2015. From top to bottom, time series of STATIC ion energy spectrum, STATIC ion mass

spectrum, MAG magnetic field magnitude and components in MSO coordinates, model magnetic

field in MSO coordinates, SWEA normalized electron pitch angle distribution (111.2 - 140.3 eV),

SWEA electron energy spectrum. The bar on the top shows when the spacecraft is in sunlight

(red) and in darkness (purple). Both electron and ion energy fluxes are in units of eV s−1 cm−2

sr−1 eV−1. The dotted gray vertical line indicates where the electron voids start and the two

vertical dashed lines mark the time period, over which electron energy spectra shown in the right

panel of Figure 2 are averaged. Four electron patches are labeled as A, B, C, and D in the last

panel.

Figure 2. The left panel shows the orbit track of the four patches A, B, C, and D in Figure 1

in pink superimposed on a map of crustal magnetic field magnitude at 185 km altitude derived

from electron reflection magnetometry and published by Lillis et al. [2008b]. The terminator

is shown in yellow. The right panel shows an averaged electron energy spectra centered at UT

08:10:32, Jan. 5, 2015, as indicated by the dashed vertical lines in Figure 1 and also the white

arrow in the left panel. The red line is for pitch angle 0 − 60◦ and the blue line for pitch angle

120◦− 180◦. The altitude in km, solar zenith angle and magnetic azimuthal and elevation angles

in degree of this electron measurement are shown at the upper right corner.
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Figure 3. Magnetic strength and several magnetic field lines from a Mars multi-fluid MHD

simulation with solar maximum and perihelion conditions. The magnetic field strength (nT)

at 170 km altitude is shown in color. The white arrows indicate photoelectrons flowing along

magnetic field from sunlit region to deep nightside. The black arrows show the direction of the

magnetic fields.

Figure 4. Observed O+
2 density by STATIC of Orbit 520 (blue) and calculated O+

2 density due

to photoelectron impact ionization (red) as a function of time. The four red segments correspond

to the four electron patches in Figure 1. The black cross illustrates the modeled O+
2 density with

the STET model.
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